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This Is Not the Life I Ordered : 60 Ways to Keep Your
Head Above Water When Life Keeps Dragging You Down
(Revised, Updated, and Expanded)

Be Happy

Deborah Collins Stephens, Michealene Cristini Risley, Jan
Yanehiro

A simple and accessible guide for finding and
embracing happiness from one of the spiritual giants of our
timeNobody wakes up in the morning wishing for more
trouble that day. However, emotional trouble - unhappiness is essentially our own creation. This book explores two
things you need to know about unhappiness and how to
replace it with joy. The first is the failure to understand
... [more]
reality, and the second is egotism. Together they result in
distress, dis-ease, and a failure to take personal
responsibility.His Holiness the Dalai Lama counsels readers
to take responsibility
Hampton
Roads Publishing
for their thoughts and actions; to
understand
128 pages that our problems are of our own making and
not the result circumstances or the actions of others. He
presents a path for taking charge of our lives.Accessible,
direct, and down-to-earth, this slender volume is for fans of
the Dalai Lama, as well as anyone looking for an easy-tounderstand guide to an authentic and joyful life.

A revised, updated, and expanded edition of the
best-selling self-help book that encourages women to
overcome adversity, embrace change, and discover their
power.This Is Not the Life I Ordered is the culmination of
weekly "kitchen table coaching" sessions that took place for
more than a decade and were designed to support four
extraordinary women through life's ups and downs. These
... [more]
women realized that their support of one another could help
other women struggling with life's myriad issues of work,
family, and love, as well as the big questions of life and
death.
Red
Wheel/Weiser
The power and strength of their collective friendship
has pages
enabled them to not only survive but to thrive, and the
224
remarkable results are in this collection of lessons and
stories and wisdom, which can help women turn any
Be
Angry event into a joy-filled opportunity.Twenty-five
unfortunate
percent of the material in this edition is completely new: 2 of
the
beenUeda
updated, many new interviews have
Dalaistories
Lama,have
Noriyuki
been included, and there are 2 new chapters--one about the
Me Too Movement and one focusing on the experience of
Simple and accessible wisdom from His Holiness
loss for adult children.
the Dalai Lama on how to use compassionate anger for
social transformationIn the real world, exploitation exists. In
the real world, there is a huge and unjust gap between rich
and poor. The question, from a Buddhist perspective, is how
should we deal with inequality and social injustice? His
Holiness the Dalai Lama teaches that it is wrong for a
... [more]
spiritual person to remain indifferent; we must struggle to
solve these problems. These problems are brought to our
consciousness because they anger us, and this little book
teaches us
Hampton
Roads
how to
Publishing
deal with that anger.There are two types
of anger.
128
pagesOne type arises out of compassion and is useful
and must be encouraged. The other type arises out of
jealousy and envy and results in hatred, ill will, and harm.
Here you will learn the Buddhist path to compassionate
anger - a motivating force that can transform the negative
into the positive and change the world.

Dalai Lama
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The Essential Aromatherapy Garden: Growing and
Using Scented Plants and Herbs
Julia Lawless

9781642970067
Paperback | $31.95
Health & Fitness
Mar 4, 2019
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Sister Karol's Book of Spells, Blessings & Folk Magic
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Paperback | $24.95
Body, Mind &
Spirit
Mar 4, 2019
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Hardcover | $24.95
Body, Mind &
Spirit
Mar 4, 2019
Ctn Qty:

Library Services

The ultimate illustrated guide to growing an
aromatherapy garden and using essential herbs and oils
for healing and inspirationThis is a life-style book that will
appeal to those who use essential oils and herbs for their
healing properties and those looking for inspiration and
practical tips for creating and cultivating aromatherapy
gardens. It is a gift/wish book and an appealing
... [more]
introduction to the aromatherapy garden--both past and
present.There are 7 sections in this lavishly illustrated
book:History of the Scented GardenAromatic Herbs for
Health Roads
Hampton
and Publishing
CookingCreating a Perfumery and
AromatherapyFragrant
Exotica
and
Container
224
pages
PlantsSecrets from the Still RoomPlanning an
Aromatherapy GardenAromatherapy Plant PortraitsThis is
the essential home reference book on herbs and oils. It will
be embraced by home healers, aromatherapists, and
gardening
fans around the world.
Witchbody

Karol Jackowski

Sabrina Scott

Anyone seeking to mend a broken heart, turn
enemies into friends, or find a guardian angel will find
encouragement in this uplifting, inspiring, and entertaining
book. Author Karol Jackowski introduces, explains, and
explores the nature of spells, prayers, and blessings and
offers practical suggestions for their use. Readers will learn
how to cast spells, create altar space, and most crucially
... [more]
how to live their best spiritual and magical lives.Karol draws
from a variety of spiritual and folk magic traditions with a
focus on the power of positive thought. The first half of the
bookWheel/Weiser
Red
provides magical and spiritual instruction, while the
second
half consists of Sister Karol's personal book of
288
pages
spells and rituals, derived mainly from Catholic folk magic,
but also from Buddhist, Jewish, Native American, and
Wiccan influences.

Witchbody is an invitation to awaken a sense of
wonder to what lies beneath the surface of our
experiences--the magic of all things. A plant, a tree, a
coffee cup, garbage bins, you, me--they're all full of
magic. Witchcraft is simply the power we all have to
awaken to this magic."Reading Sabrina Scott's beautiful
graphic novel Witchbody has been a transformative
... [more]
experience for me. I hope that the messages of Sabrina's
work, their perspectives on ecology, materiality, nature
and magic, will feel relevant to everyone who reads this." -BethWheel/Weiser
Red
Maiden, Little Red Tarot
80 pages

9781578636648
Paperback | $27.95
Body, Mind & Spirit
Mar 4, 2019
Ctn Qty:

, Tim Morton

Magickal Astrology: Use the Power of the Planets to
Create an Enchanted Life

Seventy-Eight Degrees of Wisdom: A Tarot Journey to
Self-Awareness (A New Edition of the Tarot Classic)

Skye Alexander

Rachel Pollack

Popular witchcraft author Skye Alexander shows
you how to use astrology to discover your place in the
universe and reconnect with the magickal forces around
you."Astrology and magick are links between universal
forces and earthly experience." - Skye AlexanderMagickal
Astrology shows you how to use cosmic forces to enhance
9781578636655
your personal growth and magickal work. In addition to Paperback | $32.95
... [more]
providing a historic overview of astrology's impact on
Body, Mind &
architecture, the body, music, and language, the book
Spirit
includes a thorough explanation of how to assess your birth
Mar 4, 2019
chartWheel/Weiser
Red
and information on working with planetary cycles,
transits,
Ctn Qty:
224
pageslunar energies, eclipses, and more. Chapters
include:Magick and the Astrological ElementsWorking with
the Elements in RitualsYour Magick ToolboxWorking with
Solar and Lunar EnergiesPlanetary PowersMagickal
BotanicalsCrystals
and
GemstonesTiming
Magick
WorkPredicting the Future with AstrologyHere, veteran
astrologer
ideas and
Centre Skye Alexander offers numerous
Georgetown
Publications Inc.
inspiration for incorporating star power in rituals,
celebrations, and everyday life.

A top tarotist's secrets to personal growth, one
card at a time. The two volumes of Seventy-Eight Degrees
of Wisdom have inspired a whole generation of tarot
students. It has often been described by readers,
booksellers, and teachers as the "Bible of tarot readers." It
is also often cited as one of the landmark books in modern
tarot, and it helped to launch the "Tarot Renaissance" of the
... [more]
1980s. The two texts-one for The Major Arcana and one for
The Minor Arcana--appear together in this volume, which is
a reissue of the 1998 edition first published by
Thorsons.Seventy-Eight
Red
Wheel/Weiser
Degrees of Wisdom draws on
mythology
368
pages and esoteric traditions and delves deeply into the
symbolism and ideas of each card. It also gives the cards a
modern psychological slant based on the pictures rather
than a system of occult symbolism. This endlessly useful
reference tool provides a concise history of tarot, introduces
common spreads, and is a clear and readable book for both
the beginning and advanced tarot student.
Page 1
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The Celtic Tree Oracle : A System of Divination

The Bohemian Animal Tarot

Liz Murray, Colin Murray, Vanessa Card

Scott Alexander King, Sharon McLeod

An
ancient
alphabet
with
a
modern
message.Within this unique kit lies the secret language of
the Celts. To lift the lid is to discover an ancient method of
communication - and a means of divination.In the Celtic
Ogham also known as the tree alphabet, each letter
embodies the spirit of a tree or plant, here represented on a
richly decorated card. Whatever your question, doubt or
... [more]
worry, the 2,000-year-old wisdom of the Celtic tree oracle
provides remarkable guidance and insight for today's hectic
world.Contents:25 beautiful tree cards128-page illustrated
book of explanationRecord
Connections
Book Publishing sheet and padDiscover the
power
of this ancient alphabet for yourself with this
120 pages
extraordinary divination tool.

With beautiful illustrations by a renowned artist,
this book and card boxed set, presented shrinkwrapped in a
magnetic
box,
offers
a
totally
unique
Tarot
experience.Representing our archetypal aspects as part
human and part animal, this Tarot explores the fundamental
types of people and life situations entrenched in the
collective psyche of all people. The humanistic qualities of
... [more]
the Major Arcana may also symbolically represent our
emotional and spiritual development from the newborn
infant to adult, while the animalistic side could be said to
mirror ourPublishing
Rockpool
inherent primordial strengths and weaknesses.
The
card artwork blends 15th Century Tudor and
192 pages
Elizabethan-inspired costume styles with a classical late
Baroque, Victorian, and French theme with a touch of the
Romany Gypsy. A beautifully packaged unique Tarot set,
each card is gilded with gold and a rich deep burgundy box
interior makes this a great gift for any Tarot reader or fan.
Features
80 cards
and
a guidebook.
Make
Money
Doing
What
You Love : How to Start and

9781921878602
Other | $42.95
Body, Mind &
Spirit
Apr 1, 2019
Ctn Qty:

Decisive Intuition: Use Your Gut Instincts to Make Smart
Business Decisions

9781632651471
Paperback | $25.95
Business &
Economics
Mar 4, 2019
Ctn Qty:

9781578636440
Paperback | $27.95
Body, Mind &
Spirit
Feb 6, 2019
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9781578636570
Paperback | $21.95
Body, Mind &
Spirit
Mar 4, 2019
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Grow Your Heart-Based Business

Rick Snyder

Meghan Gilroy, Sherri Rosenthal

At last a practical guide on intuitive decisionmaking for anyone in the business world to get to the
answer they need faster.Intuition is the great differentiator in
business. Listening to, trusting, and acting on your intuitive
intelligence separates you from the pack as most people are
not listening to theirs. Intuition is the one intangible skill that
enables teams to function at a higher level and add more
... [more]
dimension and power to their ability to solve problems and
grow. Yet the question that each business leader and
manager struggles to answer is how do you train and
develop
Red
Wheel/Weiser
intuitive thinking in a team to achieve the greatest
result?Decisive
Intuition is for business leaders, managers,
256
pages
and employees who want answers to this question and are
ready to accelerate their company culture.Practice this 6step process for harnessing your intuitive intelligence with
practical business applications.Hear how successful
business
integrating
into their
Conjuringleaders
Harriet are
"Mama
Moses" intuitive
Tubmanskills
and the
companies
cutting-edgeRailroad
results.Explore directional,
Spirits of thefor
Underground
social, and informational intuition and how you can apply
them to different areas of your business for greater
Witchdoctor
Jaow
results.LearnUtu
about, Baba
the 5Ted
roadblocks
to accessing your
intuitive intelligence and how to overcome them.Discover
the latest
findings
neuroscience
and techniques
to
The
spirits of
HarrietinTubman,
John Brown,
and
access
your ofintuitive,
subconscious
mindguide
for readers
arriving on
at
other
heroes
the Underground
Railroad
better
decisions,
faster.
a magical path to healing, empowerment, and liberation.The

There has never been a better time in the history
of the world to start or grow a small business, especially
one that is heart based (holistic, wellness, and coaching are
examples of classic heart-based businesses). Despite this,
so many people are afraid to take the leap, and many of
those who do don't achieve the success they had hoped
for.Authors and Wanderlust Entrepreneurs Meghan Gilroy
... [more]
and Sheri Rosenthal are here to help! In Make Money Doing
What You Love: How to Start and Grow Your Heart-Based
Business, they begin by teaching readers how to develop
the mindset
Hierophant
Publishing
needed to start and grow a profitable
enterprise,
208
pages which includes overcoming unconscious selfdoubt, self-limiting beliefs, and other false ideas around
topics such as money, sales, and marketing that prevent
many heart-based entrepreneurs from creating a business
that is both personally fulfilling and financially
lucrative.Readers
the from
mosttheimportant
things
Water Witchcraft: also
Magiclearn
and Lore
Celtic Tradition
heart-based business owners must do to attract and keep
new clients. Finally, the authors will teach you how to
Annwyn
Avalon,
Alexander
develop your
ownSkye
"business
intuition," as doing so is key to
growing your bottom line. The truth is that not only can you
Let
Avalon,
a practicing
water
witchyou happy
buildAnnwyn
a business
that makes
money and
makes
herself,
take youbut
into this
the world
of water
magic.
simultaneously,
is also
the next
stepThe
in water
your
magic
and
lore
in
this
book
focuses
on
the
Celtic
tradition,
personal journey. Take the leap today!
but draws on other water magic traditions as well, and
features rainwater, as well as lakes, rivers, oceans, canals,
swamps, and other watery locations, together with the folk
and magical customs that have been and are still practiced
... [more]
at these places. The book teaches the reader how to set up
a water altar at home, how to connect with water spirits, and
how to gather or create water witch tools. Readers are
encouraged
Red
Wheel/Weiser
to visit local water sites but will also find an
abundance
288 pages of material to perform at home. Included are
practical examples, visualizations, and exercises so any
reader can start to take up spell work and establish their
spiritual connection to water.

historical role that magic and soothsaying played in the
Underground Railroad has long been ignored out of fear it
might diminish the legacy of Harriet Tubman and other
heroes of that time. But in truth Harriet Tubman was a
... [more]
conjure woman who relied on her dreams and visionary
experiences to lead her followers to freedom. Revered as
"Mama Moses," she along with John Brown and others have
beenWheel/Weiser
Red
venerated since their deaths. They now have emerged
in the
21st century as the pantheon of a new and
288
pages
increasingly popular African-Diaspora tradition.Written by
Witchdoctor Utu, leader of the Dragon Ritual Drummers and
founder of the Niagara Voodoo Shrine, this is the first book
devoted to the spiritual and magical tradition of the
Witchcraft
Activism:
for Magical
Resistance
Underground
Railroad.AInToolkit
it the author
conjures
the spirits of
the
Underground
their Civil
continued
to
(Includes
Spells forRailroad,
Social Justice,
Rights,connection
the
each
other, and
"tracks" still leading to freedom from
Environment,
andtheir
More)
obstacles, bondage, and trouble and tribulations of all kinds.
It is a spiritual tradition that is broadly accessible and
David
Salisbury
inclusive,
much like the historical Underground Railroad
itself, whose participants were black, white, and Native
American,
There
is a movement
male and on
female,
the rise,
Christians,
one that Jews,
brings Quakers,
animists,
the
worlds
secret
of social
devotees
justice
of forbidden
and political
African
activism
religions,
together
and
free thinkers
with
the practice
of allofkinds.This
witchcraft.revelatory
Activists wish
book to
allows
add magical
readers
to accessto the
methods
their healing
arsenal, inspiration,
while spell casters
magic powers,
seek to use
the
blessings
their
powers
of Mama
to resistMoses
oppression.
and herWritten
followers,
by an
and
experienced
seek their
own path to freedom.
witch-activist
and with the current political climate in full
view, the book shows readers how to learn spells for self... [more]
protection and body shielding, as well as methods of
developing enhanced psychic intuition and situational
awareness. Salisbury explains how and why to conjure
spiritsWheel/Weiser
Red
of defense, land spirits, ancestral spirits of activism,
as
as your own personal guardian spirits. Included are
192well
pages
rituals, spells, and sigils, written clearly and simply, so that
even someone with absolutely no previous experience in
spell casting can immediately feel empowered and join the
"witch resistance."
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Kahlil Gibran's Little Book of Secrets
Kahlil Gibran, Neil Douglas-Klotz

9781571748348
Paperback | $22.95
Religion
Apr 4, 2019
Ctn Qty:

Georgetown Publications Inc.

One of the most popular and profound
inspirational writers of all time explores the mysteries of life.
Here is bite-sized wisdom for daily living in a beautiful gift
package.This book is a collection of Gibran's words on life's
big questions and the mysteries of the spiritual path. It is an
exploration of the riddles and conundrums that are part of
the fabric of existence, and it is an attempt to penetrate and
... [more]
explain the mysteries of life.Gibran was fascinated by life's
puzzles and riddles--those questions that cause us to stop
what we are doing and ask, "Why?" Here are his musings
about theRoads
Hampton
seemingly
Publishing
unanswerable questions and his
exploration
224
pages of good and evil, love and hate, and the
difference between appearances and reality.Kahlil Gibran's
Little Book of Secrets is organized into five sections that
elucidate the key issues and questions that each of us
face:Entering the Labyrinth of LifeSecrets of Life and
DeathLife's Ups and DownsSecrets of Good and
EvilTraveling the Inner PathThis inspirational gift volume
gently guides readers through life's big issues: meaning
and2
Page
mortality, good and evil, and discovering an authentic
spiritual path. Suitable for all gift-giving occasions, it is a
book that delights, informs, and inspires.
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Be the Light that You Are : Ten Simple Ways to Transform
Your World With Love

A Little Book on Big Freedom: Discover the Four
Elements of Transformation

Debra Landwehr Engle

HeatherAsh Amara

Life is hard. We live in a time riddled with political,
emotional, economic, and spiritual crises. In this simple book
Debra Engle offers a way for readers to stay true to their
spiritual principles, find peace in a time of chaos, and
display the divine light in a world that appears to be
increasingly dark and ominous.This is a little book of
9781938289897
spiritual practice that outlines 10 steps for maintaining an Paperback | $24.95
... [more]
authentic spiritual practice. Among these steps are:Claim
Body, Mind &
your unique giftsFoster self-loveMeet others without
Spirit
judgmentAsk for helpRise above the battlefieldTake the
Apr 1, 2019
path of forgivenessThis
Hampton
Roads Publishingbook is for those looking for
concrete
ways to help them live with kindness, decency, and
Ctn Qty:
240
pages
authenticity in troubled times.

In A Little Book on Big Freedom, HeatherAsh
Amara, best-selling author of Warrior Goddess Training,
teaches readers that transformation can be found by
embracing the changes that occur in our lives rather than
fighting them.Amara teaches that the four elements - air,
fire, water, and earth - are actually symbols for specific
aspects of ourselves, and when we harness their power
... [more]
correctly, they can lead to transformative changes in our
lives. Air represents the mental body, fire the energetic
body, water the emotional body, and earth the physical
body.It is through
Hierophant
Publishing
Amara's carefully composed instruction
and pages
guidance that we can use the four elements of
192
transformation to navigate a path into our divine center,
where comparison and judgment drop away, and we can
meet ourselves as the beautiful beings that we were meant
to be.
Evil Archaeology: Demons, Possessions, and Sinister
Relics

Strength: Meditations for Wisdom, Balance & Power
Sue Patton Thoele

9781573247399
Paperback | $22.95
Self-Help
Apr 2, 2019
Ctn Qty:

A fresh and powerful book of daily meditations
that encourages women to discover their inner power and
manifest it in every area of their lives Strength is a wise and
profound book that helps women deal with both the large
and small bumps in the road of life. Here are over 125
meditations, stories, and musings on becoming stronger,
happier, healthier, and more bodacious. The goals are to
9781938875199
... [more]
accept, honor, and activate sacred personal strength and to
Paperback | $28.95
embrace a wisdom that facilitates change within and
Body, Mind &
encourages (or demands, if need be) the world to become a
Spirit
betterWheel/Weiser
Red
place.Strength can be read cover to cover or more
casually
Apr 4, 2019
288
pagesby choosing topics from the table of contents.
Topics include: facing fear, embracing your inner Brunehilde,
Ctn Qty:
mirroring Jesus and Rosa Parks, sharing wisely, and
knowing you're good enough is no longer enough."I hope
Strength becomes your ally and you can hear me cheering
you on as you courageously, compassionately, and gently
become
stronger
and more
empowered.
I also hope
it will
Becoming
Dangerous:
Witchy
Femmes, Queer
Conjurers,
make you chuckle on occasion" - Sue Patton Thoele
and Magical Rebels
Katie West, Jasmine Elliott, Kristen J Sollee

9781578636709
Paperback | $24.95
Body, Mind &
Spirit
Apr 1, 2019
Ctn Qty:

At the crossroads of #MeToo, #HexthePatriarchy,
and the increasingly vocal feminist and LGBTQ+
movements comes a highly readable and moving collection
of writingsThe difference between the witch and the
layperson is that a witch already knows they are powerful.
The layperson may only suspect. Becoming Dangerous is a
collection of deeply personal essays by marginalized people
... [more]
operating at the intersection of feminism, witchcraft, and
resistance about summoning power and becoming
fearsome in a world that would prefer them to be afraid.
Written
Red
Wheel/Weiser
by women artists, authors, columnists, comic book
writers,
320
pagesfashionistas, performers, and video game
designers, these essays are personal explorations about
how and why rituals of resistance work for them. Their goal
is to help readers summon their own power to resist,
survive, and thrive.
Mindful Living: Everyday Practices for a Sacred and
Happy Life

9781573247450
Paperback | $27.95
Health & Fitness
Apr 4, 2019
Ctn Qty:

Katie Manitsas

9781925682854
Paperback | $28.95
Health & Fitness
Apr 1, 2019
Ctn Qty:

Mindful Living draws from yogic philosophy and
foundations to invite you to bring conscious spiritual
practices into your life.In this heartfelt and inspiring book,
author Katie Manitsas shares sacred practices to help
cultivate a spiritual life focused on meditation, intention
setting, prayer and chanting, and daily rhythms to soothe
the soul. She also provides routines for honoring the
... [more]
energy body, working with the elements, and eating food
with kindness. Even adopting just one or two of the
practices will create lasting change in your life and deeply
transform Publishing
Rockpool
the state of your soul.Mindful Living offers tools
for
160growth
pages and reformation that will allow you to experience
deeper self-confidence and a powerful intuition arising in
your life.
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9781632651518
Paperback | $32.95
Business &
Economics
Apr 2, 2019
Ctn Qty:

Georgetown Publications Inc.

Heather Lynn
An investigation into the historical and
archaeological evidence of demons, curses, and possession
featuring some of the most gruesome artifacts and sites
ever discoveredDemons, jinn, possession, sinister artifacts,
and gruesome archaeological discoveries haunt the pages
of the new book by Dr. Heather Lynn. Evil Archaeology
investigates the archaeological record for artifacts and
... [more]
evidence of evil entities, revealing how demons from the
ancient world may be dwelling among us. It also looks at
the history and lore behind real relics believed to be
haunted and Books
Disinformation
includes historical accounts of demonic
possession
288 pages that go as far back as King Solomon invoking
demons to help him build his famed temple.Is there really a
prehistoric fertility goddess figure that has been known to
bring death to the families of anyone who holds it? Are there
real vampire graveyards? Can the archaeological record
prove
the existence
of demons
malevolent
entities?
The Herbal
Kitche: Bring
Lastingand
Health
to You and
Your
Some
questions Common
Evil Archaeology
Familytantalizing
with 50 Easy-to-Find
Herbs andaddresses
Over 250
include:What is the origin of demons?What role did
Recipes demons play in the development of civilization?
Sumerian

Are curses real?Can material objects contain evil? What
about
Kami McBride,
places?What
Rosemary
can Gladstar
we do to protect ourselves,
according to historical records?Was Jesus an exorcist?
"Kami McBride provides everything you need to
amaze your friends and family with a seasonal bounty of
delicious herbal drinks, smoothies, cordials, pestos and
more." - Rosalee de la Forêt, author of Alchemy of
HerbsHerbs are a gift from nature. They not only help to
create aromatic and delicious food, they also support
overall health and wellness on a daily basis. Using dried
... [more]
and fresh herbs in your cooking boosts your intake of
vitamins and minerals, improves digestion, strengthens
immunity, and increases energy. Using plants as medicine
is anWheel
Red
ancient
Weiser
and powerful tradition that connects you to
the earth,
304
pages helps treat common ailments, promote restful
sleep, relaxation, and more.The Herbal Kitchen will help
you recognize the extraordinary pharmacy that probably
already exists in your own kitchen. With 50 easy-to-find
Why
herbs
Customers
and spices,
Leave
information
(and How and
to Win
tipsThem
for Back)
preparing,
storing, and using them, and over 250 simple, flavorful
recipes,
it will
empower
David
Avrin,
Larry
Wingetyou to care for your health.Whether
you are already familiar with herbs or are just starting out
on the herbal path, Kami McBride offers recipes for
Discover
the
24upreasons
people
sre infuse
leavingoil,you
everyone.
Mix
refreshing
drinks,
vinegar and
for
competitors
how to
win them
back.In salts,
Why
honey,
learn howand
to make
tinctures
and cordials,
Customers
Leave,
popular
customer
experience
and
sprinkles, and more.
marketing speaker David Avrin makes a compelling case for
customer experience as a bankable differentiator in an era
of vast marketplace choices. The book lays out the very
visible reasons for the recent shift in customer mindset and
... [more]
expectation, illustrates the myriad ways that companies
inadvertently drive customers and prospects to competitors,
and offers a multitude of creative strategies and tactics to
attract
Red
Wheel/Weiser
and retain new prospects.
224 pages
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Breathe To Succeed: Increase Workplace Productivity,
Creativity, and Clarity through the Power of Mindfulness

The Zen Book of Life : Wisdom from the Great Masters,
Teachers, and Writers of All Time

Sandy Abrams

Mark Zocchi

Technology has revolutionized the business
sector. Whether you're an entrepreneur, employee, CEO, or
executive, youre likely feeling the effects of less humanity
and more technology. Our minds are distracted, our
attention spans are shortened, we want everything on
demand, in boxes are never empty, our energy is frequently
negative, we're addicted to social media, and we're sleep
... [more]
deprived. This cannot be the new normal. Breath is the
antidote!Breathe to Succeed shares the transformative
power of breath in business. Even just three deep breaths at
key Wheel/Weiser
Red
moments can be nothing short of miraculous. With
Abrams's
256
pagesfast, simple, and effective breathing techniques,
you'll become more mindful and engaged and experience
better moods, a calmer perspective, and positive energy
that will translate to next-level productivity, creativity, and
clarity. Breathe to Succeed will teach you how to:Utilize a
variety
of simple
breath
techniques
access
your
optimal
The Wisdom
of the
Shamans
: Whattothe
Ancient
Masters
energy
and Us
manage
Can Teach
about your
Love emotions
and Life in the moment.Become
self-aware of your negative thought patterns/behavior and
rewire your brain with positive new habits.Activate the power
Don
Josemind
Ruizto breathe through challenges, make better
of your
decisions, and reach goals effortlessly.
For generation after generation, Toltec shamans
have passed down their wisdom through teaching stories.
The purpose of these stories is to implant a seed of
knowledge in the mind of the listener, where it can ultimately
sprout and blossom into a new and better way of life.In The
Wisdom of the Shamans: What the Ancient Masters Can
Teach Us About Love and Life, Toltec shaman and master
... [more]
storyteller don Jose Ruiz shares some of the most popular
stories from his family's oral tradition and offers
corresponding lessons that illustrate the larger ideas within
each story.Ruiz
Hierophant
Publishing
begins by explaining that contrary to the
stereotypical
176 pages image of "witch doctor," the ancient shamans
were men and women who fulfilled several roles within their
communities: philosopher, spiritual guide, medical doctor,
psychologist, and friend.According to Ruiz, their teachings
are not primitive or reserved for a chosen few initiates but
are
powerful
series
of Explore
lessons 100
on love
andand
life that
Theinstead
Mood aBook:
Identify
and
Moods
are
available to us all. To that aim, he has included
Emotions
exercises, meditations, and shamanic rituals to help you
experience the personal transformation these stories
MA, Andrea
Harrn, taught
Staceythat
Siddons
offer.The
shamans
the truth you seek is inside
of you. Let these stories, lessons, and tools be your guide
toPsychology
finding the doesn't
innate wisdom
lives within. This
have tothat
be complicated.
book offers an accessible way to help you understand
yourself and also challenges your thinking so you can
move forward in a positive way. With clear, straightforward
advice on identifying signs and symptoms and how
particular moods and emotions manifest, along with
guidance on how to deal with them, you can learn to
... [more]
identify your own obstacles, bring a common-sense
approach to life's difficulties, and increase your selfawareness. You can choose a mood to explore at random
or, if youBooks
Eddison
want to address something specific, you can
check
the A-Z listing of 100 moods, emotions, feelings,
128
pages
states of mind, quirks of personality, and mood
disorders.Whether you're using the book for self-help or for
working with others as a parent or professional, you can
gain the clarity and confidence you need to reach your full
potential.
Turn
Enemies Into Allies : The Art of Peace in the
Workplace (Conflict Resolution for Leaders, Managers, and
Anyone Stuck in the Middle)

Inspired by the teachings of the Buddha and
other great masters, teachers, and writers, this is a book
designed to help people connect to their inner divinity and
find their spiritual path. It is overflowing with profound
quotes, sayings, and insights, each presented alone,
allowing the reader to dip in at any time. Each reading is
guaranteed to inspire immediately and provide food for
... [more]
thought.Quotations and sayings have been chosen from
Gautama Buddha and other "buddhas"--masters of
spirituality and inspiration, such as Milarepa, Longchenpa,
his Holiness
Hampton
Roads
thePublishing
14th Dali Lama, Thich Nhat Hanh, and
Sogyal
Rinpoche, along with other "greats" including Cicero,
320
pages
Rumi, Lao Tzu, Mother Teresa, and Shakespeare.A
wonderful book to place on your office desk, coffee table, or
bookshelf or by your bed, it is designed to provide daily
comfort, wisdom, and spiritual nourishment.
Your Future Family: The Essential Guide to Assisted
Reproduction (What You Need to Know About Surrogacy,
Egg Donation, and Sperm Donation)

9781642970043
Paperback | $24.95
Religion
Apr 29, 2019
Ctn Qty:

PhD, Kim Bergman, MD, Mark Leondires

9781573247467
Paperback | $21.95
Medical
Apr 29, 2019
Ctn Qty:

Christopher McIntosh, Hilmar Orn Hilmarsson

9781578636402
Paperback | $27.95
History
Apr 29, 2019
Ctn Qty:

Judy Ringer, James Warda

9781632651549
Paperback | $24.95
Business &
Economics
Apr 29, 2019
Ctn Qty:

Library Services

Thanks to technology and marriage equality,
more and more people are looking to become parents.
Third-party reproduction has become easier, more
accessible, and more successful, yet it is a complex
process. Regardless of their gender or marital status, people
come to the process with questions like, "How are sperm,
eggs, embryos, or surrogates screened?" or "What are the
... [more]
legal issues surrounding surrogacy?" or "How do I find an
egg donor?" or "How do I tell my family's story?" Your
Future Family is the definitive handbook to answer these
important
Red
Wheel/Weiser
questions.This book will fill a void for hopeful
parents
and their loved ones, answering questions both
160
pages
common and complex that have not been suitably
addressed in previous books. Filled with personal anecdotes
from author Kim Bergman's own life, as well as the lives of
her clients,
Beyond
theit North
is bothWind
informative
: The Fall
andand
reassuring.
Rise of the Mystic
North

In today's workplace, managers, leaders, and HR
professionals often believe they don't have the time to help
employees navigate conflict. More often than not, however,
it takes more time not to address conflict than to
9781573247474
constructively intervene. But before you can successfully
guide others in managing disagreements, you must be able Paperback | $28.95
to manage yourself--your mindset, presence, and
Self-Help
... [more]
behaviors.Turn Enemies into Allies offers a way of working
Apr 29, 2019
with clashing employees that is deliberate and systematic-Ctn Qty:
one that draws on the author's expertise in conflict and
communication-skills
Red
Wheel/Weiser building and a decades-long practice
in mind-body
224
pages principles from the martial art, aikido.Following
the author's step-by-step guide, you will:Acquire the skill
and confidence to coach conflicting employees back to a
professional,
effective
working
relationship,
while
simultaneously changing their lives for the better.Restore
control
Centre
and peace of mind to the workplace.Increase
Georgetown
your
Publications Inc.
leadership presence.

"The North" is simultaneously a location, a
direction, and a mystical concept. Although this concept has
ancient roots in mythology, folklore, and fairy tales, it
continues to resonate today within modern culture. McIntosh
leads readers, chapter by chapter, through the magical and
spiritual history of the North, as well as its modern
manifestations, as documented through physical records,
... [more]
such as runestones and megaliths, but also through
mythology and lore.This mythic conception of a unique,
powerful, and mysterious Northern civilization was known to
the Greeks
Red
Wheel/Weiser
as "Hyberborea" - the "Land Beyond the North
Wind"
- which they considered to be the true origin place of
256
pages
their god, Apollo, bringer of civilization. Through the Greeks,
this concept of the mythic North would spread throughout
Western civilization.In addition, McIntosh discusses Russian
Hyperboreanism, which he describes as among "the most
influential
the Other
new Hand
religions
andCreativity
quasi-religious
The Power of
of Your
: Unlock
and
movements
that
have sprung
up Side
in Russia
since
Inner Wisdom
Through
the Right
of Your
Brainthe fall of
Communism" and which is currently almost unknown in the
West.
Lucia Capacchione
Brain researchers have in recent years have
discovered the vast, untapped potential of the brain's littleused, right hemisphere. Art therapist Lucia Capacchione
discovered that our nondominant hand is a direct channel to
that potential. Her research and fieldwork with people using
their "other hand" provides the raw material for this classic,
first published in 1988.In workshops and private sessions,
... [more]
Lucia has worked with thousands of people, employing
these techniques to help them become more creative,
expressive, and intuitive in their day-to-day lives and also
experience
Red
Wheel/Weiser
improved health and greater fulfillment in their
relationships.Lucia
will show you how to:Channel the deep
184 pages
inner wisdom of your True SelfChange negative attitudes
about yourselfUnlock creativityUncover hidden artistic
abilitiesHeal your relationshipsThrough various drawing and
writing exercises, Lucia Capacchione hopes you will
discover the power that lies hidden in your other hand. The
techniques will help you explore and understand
your4
Page
thoughts and feelings on a completely different level and
reconnect with a sense of playfulness you may have left
behind in childhood.
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Tarot and the Archetypal Journey: The Jungian Path from
Darkness to Light

Queering the Tarot
Cassandra Snow, Beth Maiden

Sallie Nichols, Mary K Greer

9781578636594
Paperback | $42.95
Body, Mind &
Spirit
Apr 29, 2019
Ctn Qty:

This highly innovative work presents a piercing
interpretation of the tarot in terms of Jungian psychology.
Through analogies to the humanities, mythology, and the
graphic arts, the significance of the cards is related to
personal growth and what Jung termed "individuation." The
Major Arcana becomes a map of life, and the hero's journey
becomes something that each individual can relate to one's
... [more]
personal life."Sallie Nichols, in her profound investigation of
the Tarot has performed an immense service. Her book
enriches and helps us to understand the awesome
responsibilities
Red
Wheel/Weiser
laid upon consciousness. She has done this
not
an arid fashion but derived from her own experience
416 in
pages
of the Tarot and its strangely translucent lights. As a result
her book not only lives but quickens life in whomever it
touches." --Laurens van der Post

9781578636488
Paperback | $21.95
Body, Mind &
Spirit
Apr 29, 2019
Ctn Qty:

UFO Secrets Inside Wright-Patterson: Eyewitness
Accounts from the Real Area 51
Thomas J Carey, Donald R Schmitt, Stanton T Friedman

9781938875182
Paperback | $31.95
Body, Mind &
Spirit
May 31, 2019
Ctn Qty:

The true nature of what actually crashed in
Roswell, New Mexico, in 1947 remains classified. Only a
select few have ever had access to the truth about what
became known as Area 51.But what happened to the
remnants of that crash is shrouded in even greater mystery.
What began in the high desert of New Mexico ended at
Wright-Patterson, an ultra-top-secret Air Force base in
... [more]
Dayton, Ohio. The physical evidence of extraterrestrial
visitation was buried deep within this nuclear stronghold.
How tragic that such seismic news should be kept from the
people
Red
Wheel/Weiser
of the world . . . pieces of history, now quickly
dwindling
320
pages into oblivion as the last of the secret-keepers
passes on.In addition to its rich history of military service to
our nation, Wright-Patterson also stands as the secret tomb
of one of the greatest occurrences in recorded history. Be
prepared . . . the real Area 51--Wright-Patterson's vault--is
about to be opened.
Backwoods
Witchcraft: Conjure & Folk Magic from
Appalachia

9781578636662
Paperback | $22.95
Body, Mind &
Spirit
May 31, 2019
Ctn Qty:

Tarot is best used as a tool for self-discovery,
healing, growth, empowerment, and liberation. Tarot
archetypes provide the reader with a window into present
circumstances and future potential. But what if that window
only opened up on a world that was white, European, and
heterosexual? The interpretations of the tarot that have
been passed down through tradition presuppose a
... [more]
commonality and normalcy among humanity. At the root of
card meanings are archetypes that we accept without
questioning. But at what point do archetypes become
stereotypes?Humanity
Red
Wheel/Weiser
is diverse--culturally, spiritually,
sexually.
224
pagesTarot has the power to serve a greater population,
with the right keys to unlock the tarot's deeper meanings. In
Queering the Tarot, Cassandra Snow deconstructs the
meanings of the 78 cards explaining the ways in which each
card might be interpreted against the norm. Queering the
Tarot explores themes of sexuality, coming out, gender and
gender-queering,
sources
oppression
and empowerment,
Living Runes: Theory
andofPractice
of Norse
Divination
and many other topics especially familiar to not-straight
folks. Cassandra's identity-based approach speaks directly
Galina
to thoseKrasskova
whose identity is either up in the air or consuming
the forefront of their consciousness. It also speaks to those
struggling
withprovides
mental aillness
or the
effects ofoftrauma, all
Living
Runes
thorough
examination
seekers
looking
personal
affirmation
who they are
is
the Norse
runesforthat
will challenge
thethat
experienced
rune
okay. to deepen his or her understanding of these
worker
mysteries.The book begins with an explication of the story
of Odin, the Norse god who won the runes by sacrificing
himself on the World Tree. It continues by examining each
of the individual runes in turn, both the Elder Futhark and
... [more]
the lesser-known Anglo-Saxon Futhorc. Each rune is
studied not only from a historical viewpoint but also from the
perspective of a modern practitioner. You will be introduced
to the
Red
Wheel/Weiser
practice of galdr as well as the magical use of the
runes
and the proper way to sacrifice to them and read them
224 pages
for divination.Most importantly, the book specifically
addresses the runes as living spirits and provides guidance
on developing a working relationship with these otherworldly
allies.
Celtic Totem Animal: Working with Shamanic Helpers
John Matthews

Jake Richards, Starr Casas

9781578636532
Paperback | $27.95
Body, Mind &
Spirit
May 31, 2019
Ctn Qty:

9781578636754
Paperback | $42.95
Body, Mind &
Spirit
Jun 3, 2019
Ctn Qty:

Library Services

In Backwoods Witchcraft, Jake Richards offers up
a folksy stew of family stories, lore, omens, rituals, and
conjure crafts that he learned from his great-grandmother,
his grandmother, and his grandfather, a Baptist minister
who Jake remembers could "rid someone of a fever with an
egg or stop up the blood in a wound." The witchcraft
9781859064436
practiced in Appalachia is very much a folk magic of place, a
Other | $25.95
... [more]
tradition that honors the seen and unseen beings that
Body, Mind &
inhabit the land as well as the soil, roots, and plant life.The
Spirit
materials and tools used in Appalachia witchcraft are readily
Jun 3, 2019
available
Red
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from the land. This "grounded approach" will be of
keenpages
interest to witches and conjure folk regardless of
Ctn Qty:
256
where they live. Readers will be guided in how to build
relationships with the spirits and other beings that dwell
around them and how to use the materials and tools that
are readily available on the land where one lives.This book
also
provides
instructions
on how
to create
a working
Grimoire
of Aleister
Crowley:
Group
Magick
Rituals space
and altar and make conjure oils and powders. A wide array
of tried-and-true formulas are also offered for creating
Rodney
Orpheus, Aleister
Crowley,
Deecleansing, and
wealth, protecting
one from
gossip,John
spiritual
more.
Group ritual has been a cornerstone of spiritual
practice since time immemorial, yet its history and
importance have often been overlooked by occultists of the
modern age. This book is the first comprehensive
presentation of group-oriented rites for modern magicians
inspired by the works of Aleister Crowley. It contains rituals
written by Crowley for his own magic circles, many of them
9781578636556
... [more]
unpublished during his lifetime, plus rare ancient texts that
Paperback | $24.95
were Crowley's own inspiration.The rituals are newly edited
Body, Mind &
and explained by Rodney Orpheus, who brings to this
Spirit
volume
Red
Wheel/Weiser
decades of experience in performing and teaching
Aleister
Crowley's rituals within Crowley's magical order
Jul 1, 2019
320 pages
Ordo Templi Orientis. He introduces each ritual with a clear
Ctn Qty:
overview, setting each in its historical context and
explaining its function and mode of operation, and includes
detailed notes on the setting and performance of each
one.Whether absolute beginner or seasoned expert,
magicians of all paths will find this volume to be an
eminently
powerful grimoire
Centre workable and extremely Georgetown
Publications Inc.
spanning centuries from ancient Mithraic and Bacchanalian
rites, Goetia, and Gnosticism, right up to present day
Crowleyan invocations and sexual magick.

Here is a fascinating collection of traditional Celtic
stories to amaze and entertain you. Animal tricksters,
boasters, and heroes all dwell herein, set amidst the
dazzling universe of Celtic lore. Now you can use these
archetypes of the shamanic tradition help you in your own
life today.Using the web link included in the book to play the
drum music and allow yourself to be safely carried on a
... [more]
wave of sound to experience your own shamanic journey. In
this gentle trance you can find your Totem Animal, and the
20 Totem Animal cards included will help you choose
animal helpers
Eddison
Books for particular situations - for guidance on life
issues,
for self-empowerment, or simply for fun. The
160
pages
possibilities are endless.

Tarot for Troubled Times: Confront Your Shadow, Heal
Your Self & Transform the World
Shaheen Miro, Theresa Reed
There is a shadow that darkens each of our inner
and outer lives. In Tarot for Troubled Times, Shaheen Miro
and Theresa Reed help us find the light in this darkness.
Learning to work with the shadow--facing it directly and
leaning into it rather than away--is the key to becoming
unstuck so we can change negative patterns into positive
ones and find healing and empowerment for ourselves and
... [more]
others. Tarot, as the authors show, offers a rich and subtle
path for this profound transformation.In Tarot for Troubled
Times, Miro and Reed show readers how to:Work with the
archetypes
Red
Wheel/Weiser
of the Major Arcana to befriend our
shadows.Discover--through
affirmations, tarot prescriptions,
288
pages
and other healing modalities--how to empower ourselves
and find our true voices.Take our newly found powers and
speak out so that we can become a helpful ally for the light
and begin to do our greater work in the world.Calculate our
astrological "birth card" so we can understand the unique
wisdom hidden in the personal challenges that confront
us. 5
Page
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Lightworker's Guide to the Astral Realm

Unlock the Zodiac: Discover Why You're Not Like Anyone
Else with Your Sun Sign

Sahvanna Arienta

9781578636501
Paperback | $24.95
Body, Mind &
Spirit
Jul 2, 2019
Ctn Qty:

We are all energy, and energy creates
consciousness. Right now, you are conscious energy
manifested in physical form. You can learn how to release
that energy from the physical body to venture into other
realms. Lightworker's Guide to the Astral Realm will take
you on an amazing journey through 7 of the astral realms of
energetic worlds you never imagined existed. Chapter by
... [more]
chapter you will discover the limitless potential of the
universe, and what lies beyond will be revealed. From the
home of spirit guides to the masters of the multiverse--you
will learn
Red
Wheel/Weiser
how to explore them all through soul travel.This
bookpages
will show you how to:Cultivate a deeper connection to
176
your spirit guidesHeal griefMaintain an elevated
vibrationAccess and explore other realms to enhance your
lifeFind and follow your personal "God Grid"Lightworker's
Guide to the Astral Realm will not only reveal to you the
knowledge of the celestial worlds, but it will also show you
how
to Big
bringBook
that of
same
state
of to
higher
beingthe
into
yourand
own
The
Tarot:
How
Interpret
Cards
life and to the planet.
Work with Tarot Spreads for Personal Growth
Weiser Big Book
Joan Bunning

Joan Bunning's The Big Book of Tarot offers a
complete course on how to use the tarot cards for
personal guidance. The author communicates the basic
depth and beauty of each card and shows how the cards
trigger psychological projection, enhance intuition, and
improve communication with the Inner Guide. While there
9781578636686
are countless books devoted to tarot, what sets Joan
Paperback | $35.95
... [more]
Bunning apart from every other writer on the subject is
Body, Mind & Spirit
her ability to take a rather complicated esoteric system
Aug 2, 2019
and break it down into clear, manageable, and easily
Ctn Qty:
learned
Red
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parts. The lessons Bunning offers cover the
basics
and then move gradually into more advanced
320
pages
concepts. Exercises and sample responses for each
lesson help you learn and practice.The book
includes:Lessons on how to consider one card by itself,
how to look for card pairs, and how to create the "story"
of a
readingA
convenient
reference
True
Magic:
Spells
That Really
Work section that contains
two pages of information for each card including a picture
from the popular Waite deck, a description, keywords,
Draja
Mickaharic,
Illes
action
phrases,Judika
and suggestions
for cards with similar
and opposite meaningsAn exploration of the meaning of
Written
by
renowned
master
of
witchcraft
Draja
reversed cards and how to work with them
to give tarot
Mickaharic,
of Spiritual
thisand
book
provides
readings author
a natural
flow of Cleansing,
high points
low
points
an without
introduction
natural magic as insights
well as on
a practical
abruptto transitionsPractical
how to
reference
forand
simple,
everyday
reallyspreads
work.
work with
interpret
a wide spells
varietythat
of tarot
Included
eclectic
of over
100 spells,
Note to is
thean
Reader:
Thiscollection
book consists
of material
drawn
including
water
spells,
spoken
spells,
spells
from the
author's
many
previous
books
aspassed
well asdown
new
over
generations, and spells developed by the author
material.
9781578636600
... [more]
himself.Learn how to cast spells with water, incense, oils,
Paperback | $21.95
and common kitchen herbs and with spoken and written
Body, Mind &
words.Included are recipes and instructions on how to:Cast
Spirit
protection
Red
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spells for reversal spells that may be cast on
youMake
Aug 1, 2019
192
pagesbaths for spiritual cleansing, growth, beauty, and
harmonyCast spells for beginning and ending relationships
Ctn Qty:

Starry Wisdom
Lovecraft Trilogy #3
Peter Levenda

9780892541867
Hardcover | $39.99
Fiction
Aug 1, 2019
Ctn Qty:

Library Services

Sasha Fenton
Some people believe they are absolutely typical
of their sun sign, while others see little of themselves in the
descriptions given in most astrology books.Written for
beginners as well as astrology students, this informative
volume explains why one sun sign can include many
different personalities. There are many possible astrological
9781642970012
book
Paperback | $24.95 reasons for the diversification within each sign, but...this[more]
demonstrates two main factors that are easy for a complete
Body, Mind & Spirit
beginner in astrology to understand and to use: decans and
Jul 5, 2019
dwads. The system presented here is simple and effective
Ctn Qty:
and doesRoads
Hampton
not require
Publishing
learning the complexities of chart
interpretation.Each
sign of the zodiac can be divided into
192 pages
three sections called decans, and each decan can be
divided into four dwads. These divisions can lead to many
variations in personalities of people born under a specific
sign, including those between twins. Determine your decan
and
dwad
on theofeasy-to-use
tables
provided,
then see
The
Big Book
Numerology:
The Hidden
Meaning
of
what
their interpretations
Numbers
and Letters say about your life. Find out how
to progress your sun sign to check out trends and events
BigofBook
forWeiser
any year
your life. After you've evaluated yourself, you
Blackwell
canShirley
enjoy
doing Lawrence
the same for your family and
friends.Although perfect for beginners, the simplicity of this
approach
makesany
it a other
handybook
tool for
astrologers
andit
This is unlike
on working
numerology,
because
includes
onbehind
gender,this
elements,
qualities
revealsinformation
the science
ancient and
mystical
art and
how
they relate
the sunIt sign.
explains
why to
it works.
is also the first book to present a
thorough explanation of the numbers and letters, starting
with their origins - the how and why of their design - and
exploring their nature in names and language. In addition,
9781578636778
it introduces the Inner Guidance Number, a powerful tool
Paperback | $35.95
for accessing our inner knowing.
Body, Mind & Spirit
Aug 2, 2019
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Out of Your Hands: What Palmistry Reveals About Your
Personality and Destiny
Beleta Greenaway

9781642970005
Paperback | $21.95
Body, Mind &
Spirit
Aug 2, 2019
Ctn Qty:

Out of Your Hands provides a complete guide to
deciphering all aspects of the hand: its shape, palmar lines,
and fingerprints. Beleta not only provides practical
interpretations such as personality traits and relationship
prospects but also discusses the markings on the hand that
provide mystic insights. When you look at the lines on
someone's hand, you are looking at that person's journey of
... [more]
life and the map of their character and fate. Although
palmistry is considered a science and each line on the palm
represents a certain meaning, it is also known to be another
channel for
Hampton
Roads
psychics
Publishing
to gain information, because touching
or
160feeling
pagesthe hand brings a vibration to the clairvoyant and
thus becomes a form of psychometry.By understanding the
markings on the hands, you will gain insight into personality
traits, as well an understanding of a possible destiny. The
insights gained though palmistry can improve your life and
your chances
of futureCards:
happiness.
Daily Healing
Cards for Awakening Your
Best Self
Mini Inspiration Cards
Inna Segal

This third novel in the trilogy that began with The
9781925682960
Lovecraft Code and continued with Dunwich concludes the
globe-spanning tale of Professor Gregory Angell and his
Other | $18.95
attempt to keep the Necronomicon out of the clutches of a
Body, Mind & Spirit
gaggle of secret societies, and his life out of the grasp of
Apr 1, 2019
terrorists and intelligence agents.Angell makes his way
Ctn Qty:
back to the Americas after trekking across Central Asia and
... [more]
China and sailing the South China Sea to Indonesia. In the
meantime, the search for the missing professor and the allimportant book consumes Dwight Monroe and his team,
while a Hays,
Nicolas
string Inc
of murders in New Orleans baffles Detective
Cuneo
and brings NYPD Lieutenant Wasserman out of
400 pages
retirement.At the same time, Jamila, the young Yezidi
woman with a strange paranormal ability and a deadly aim,
finds herself on a mission in the United States to take out
the man who destroyed her village. And a distraught mother
whose two sons were abducted by a sinister being is now
pregnant with another child and travels around the country
looking
for answers in gatherings of UFO
contactees and
Centre
Georgetown
Publications Inc.
the rites of a voodoo priestess where she will have to
confront a mind-bending truth.They all find themselves
drawn together at a building in one of America?s iconic
cities at a house with a bizarre architecture that is based on

We all need direction from time to time. With insightful
messages, Daily Healing Cards work as a reminder
to delve into your heart and soul, to awaken the
eternal wisdom that lies beneath your subconscious
so you can be your best self. Just pick a card with a
question close to your heart and trust in the guidance
of this special little pocket deck to aid you on your
path every day.

Rockpool Publishing
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The Language of Flowers: Loving Support from the
Wisdom of Nature
Mini Inspiration Cards
Cheralyn Darcey
9781925682984
Other | $18.95
Body, Mind & Spirit
Apr 1, 2019
Ctn Qty:

Discover a new way to communicate with nature and
her delightful gifts. Invite new challenges with
coltsfoot; relax with the essence of skullcap; propose
to your love with the scent of valerian; and be still
with belladonna.The Language of Flowers contains
affirmations full of delightful words of happiness to lift
you up, encourage a sparkling smile, and bring joy to
your day. Botanical expert and artist Cheralyn Darcey
shares with you 40 beautiful mini cards illustrated
with vintage botanical art to gladden your heart and
soul.

Divine Doors: Behind Every Door Lies Adventure,
Mystery and Inspiration
Mini Inspiration Cards
Andres Engracia
9781925682953
Other | $18.95
Body, Mind & Spirit
Apr 1, 2019
Ctn Qty:

From Tokyo, Paris, London, Sydney, and Rome ...
Adventure, mystery, and inspiration lie behind every
door, waiting to be discovered.Divine Doors is a 40card companion deck that reveals answers to your
deepest reflections and inspired musings. With reallife photography of unique doors from across the
globe, you will discover a new way to see the world,
tap into your intuitive spirit, and unlock the creative
force within.

Rockpool Publishing
Rockpool Publishing
Making Magick: Manifesting Your Dreams
Mini Inspiration Cards
Moon Priestess
9781925682977
Other | $18.95
Body, Mind & Spirit
Apr 1, 2019
Ctn Qty:

Symbols are a universal language, and
many are hundreds or even thousands of years old
and have been inspiring humankind for generations.
This 40-card mini deck features a combination of
medieval amulets, Celtic charms, alchemical glyphs,
and channeled sigils from Priestess Moon's guides
and angels, as well as an explanation of how each
... [more]
symbol can help you. Making Magick is a potent tool
for manifesting your desires whether they be for
wisdom, protection, healing, love, fortune, insight, or
whatever you're
Rockpool
Publishing
dreaming of.

Past Lives Unveiled: Discover How Consciousness Moves
Between Lives
Barry Eaton, Peter Smith

9781925682861
Hardcover | $27.95
Body, Mind &
Spirit
Apr 29, 2019
Ctn Qty:

Sacred Spirit Reading Cards
Reading Card
Anna Stark

9781925682847
Other | $31.95
Body, Mind &
Spirit
Apr 1, 2019
Ctn Qty:

Fiona Horne

Sacred Spirit Reading Cards is a deck of 36 cards
of visionary artwork that will help you look beyond the
physical realm and connect to higher vibrational energies to
empower your spirit with confidence and direct you toward a
positive life path.A supportive tool for professional
therapists, well-being modalities, and healing practitioners in
all areas of energy medicine, these cards will uplift your
... [more]
spirit and soul and help awaken your higher self so you can
create
clear
celestial
connections
for
inner
guidance.Included is a detailed guidebook with affirmations,
celestial angels,
Rockpool
Publishing
healing crystals for self-awareness, and
energy
96 pagestips to enhance your intuition and self-healing
abilities.

9781925682830
Hardcover | $27.95
Body, Mind &
Spirit
May 1, 2019
Ctn Qty:

Magick of You Oracle: Uncover Your Hidden Truths
Rockpool Oracle Card
Fiona Horne

9781925682823
Paperback | $31.95
Body, Mind &
Spirit
May 1, 2019
Ctn Qty:

the Magick of You Oracle will help you navigate
obstacles to clear a path in times of need. Tap in to
universal wisdom and enhance your own inner vision to heal
recurring problems in your life.When placed in traditional
magical spreads, the cards will hold a mirror up to your soul,
allowing you to discover the true you and opening the door
to your next life adventure. You will emerge into the light
... [more]
and reclaim your peace of mind and empowered sense of
purpose.Light the fires of resiliency, recovery, and rebirth in
your life!
Rockpool Publishing
120 pages

Library Services Centre

What are soul groups? What is the spirit world?
What lies in the mysterious realm of life between lives? Do
our past lives really catch up with us in the present?Past
Lives Unveiled, the third book in the trilogy written by Barry
Eaton, takes a fresh, new look at past lives and
reincarnation. It features some highly unusual case studies,
including two previously unpublished hypnotic regressions
... [more]
by eminent psychologist, author, and past-life expert Dr.
Michael Newton. Two sisters were regressed independently
by Dr. Newton and went back to a life in a Stone Age tribe.
This bookPublishing
Rockpool
will reveal details of these regressions to the
public
for the first time.The author also includes details of his
220
pages
own regression by Peter Smith, a past-life expert and
president of the Newton Institute. His graphic visitations to
ancient Greece and to the United States at the time of the
Civil War make for absorbing reading.
The Art of Witch

Join Fiona Horne as she instructs you on what it
really means to be a witch and how to create real power
from everyday witchcraft and rituals to live a sacred
life.Blending ancient principles and virtues with modern
technics, The Art of Witch is a manifesto for every woman
who wants to make magic and get more from life. It moves
beyond the bells, whistles, tools, and potions and enters
... [more]
into a new wave of spiritual mastery for the modern age by
providing direct instruction for:Getting better at living a
magical
lifeMastering
the
art
of
true
transformationPerfecting
Rockpool
Publishing
the
craft
of
witches'
resilienceFinding
strength within your own coven
200 pages

Journey Through the Chakras: The Ancient Wisdom of
Ayurveda and Tantra
Ravi Ratan, Minoo Ratan

9781925682991
Paperback | $31.95
Body, Mind &
Spirit
May 1, 2019
Ctn Qty:

Georgetown Publications Inc.

Journey through Chakras is a comprehensive
guide to the inner workings of the chakra system from an
age-old Indian spiritual, metaphysical, and tantric
perspective.The book dives deep into one of the most
ancient structures of the spiritual body. With both
anatomical and physiological views, it deconstructs the
complexities behind the system, explaining the chakras in a
... [more]
simple fashion that is accessible to anyone.Discover how to
work with the chakras in your subtle body and begin your
journey toward deeper spiritual healing as you learn how to
harness universal
Rockpool
Publishing
and human energy and gain knowledge
about:The
160
pages chakras and their connections to the
bodySpiritual attributes of each chakraSacred chakra
mantras and meditationsKundalini awakeningAromatherapy
and crystals for chakra balancingMudra and yoga practices
for chakra healing
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9781925682335
Other | $31.95
Body, Mind &
Spirit
May 31, 2019
Ctn Qty:
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Magickal Herb Oracle
Rockpool Oracle Card
Cheralyn Darcey, Deer Dandy

The Book of Faerie Spells
Spellbook #3
Cheralyn Darcey

The Magickal Herb Oracle offers the precious
secrets and ancient wisdom of herbs for you to explore
while immersing your soul, body, and spirit in real nature
magick. Thirty-six of the world's most-loved herbs,
meticulously researched for their magickal, botanical,
traditional, and oracular uses by botanical expert and artist
Cheralyn Darcey, are brought to you in stunningly beautiful
... [more]
botanical collages by artist Céline Le Nezet.Learn how to
create powerful magick and rituals for everyday purposes or
consult the herbs within this deck to construct traditional
oracle readings
Rockpool
Publishing
that will help you find divine answers,
support,
and guidance for a happier, more fulfilled life.
120 pages

Here is your invitation to enter the in-between
world of Faery. Come and learn magick with the fae folk
while deepening your personal bonds with earth, nature,
and spirit.Endless possibilities will open up as you create
your own divine faery spells to enrich your life with
happiness, balance, and inspiration under their gracious
and loving support.The book includes: 60 sacred faery
... [more]
spellsSpell-crafting
basicsMagickal
gardening
tips
Dedicated lessons on how to write your own spellsA
personal grimoire journal section
Rockpool Publishing
208 pages

9781925682878
Paperback | $21.95
Body, Mind & Spirit
May 31, 2019
Ctn Qty:

The Book of Tree Spells
Spellbook #4
Cheralyn Darcey

9781925682885
Paperback | $21.95
Body, Mind & Spirit
May 31, 2019
Ctn Qty:

2020 Lunar & Seasonal Diary: Northern Hemisphere
Edition

Powerful nature magick is yours when you learn the
mystical way of the trees and listen well to their beautiful
wisdom. This book of divine tree spells from the forests,
plains, mountains, and fields will enrich your life with the
support, strength, and balance of dedicated and timehonored botanical magick.The book includes:60 sacred
faery spellsSpell-crafting basicsMagickal gardening
tipsDedicated lessons on how to write your own spellsA
personal grimoire journal section

Rockpool Publishing
208 pages

Stacey Demarco

9781925682908
Paperback | $28.95
Body, Mind & Spirit
Aug 2, 2019
Ctn Qty:

The 2020 Lunar & Seasonal Diary is beautifully
produced with full-color pages and a spiral binding that
allows the pages to lie flat and features extra space for
recording notes. The diary includes gods and goddesses
for each month, lunar timings, and seasonal spell castings
and invocations for specific moon phases, including
equinoxes and solstices.This moon diary is also packed
... [more]
with invaluable tips and techniques for increasing your
wealth, improving your relationships, boosting your vitality,
magnifying your personal power, and removing obstacles
and fears Publishing
Rockpool
that are holding you back in your life.
192 pages

2020 Astrology Diary: Plan Your Year with the Stars
(Northern Hemisphere Edition)

2020 Crystal Calendar
Rachelle Charman

Patsy Bennett
9781925682922
Paperback | $12.95
Body, Mind & Spirit
Aug 2, 2019
Ctn Qty:

9781558968257
Paperback | $23.00
Religion
Mar 28, 2019
Ctn Qty:

Make 2020 your year with Patsy Bennett's
astrology guide to the signs and stars. Focus on
health, wealth, and happiness using Patsy's up-todate insight into major planetary alignments and
what they will mean for you, including eclipses, New
Moons, Full Moons, and Sun sign forecasts
throughout the year.Includes: Northern hemisphere
... [more]
planner with astrological interpretationsA week-at-aglance diaryMonthly Sun sign forecastsTips for
excelling during eclipse seasonsWhen to grow ideas,
when to take
Rockpool
Publishing
actionRomance, health, wealth, and
happiness
160
pages hotspotsDates, signs, and meanings of
2020 New Moons and Full MoonsMercury
retrogrades and how to make them work for you

9781925682946
Spiral Bound | $11.95
Body, Mind & Spirit
Aug 1, 2019
Ctn Qty:

Lighten up your year and beautify your
desk with this 2020 Crystal Calendar. As you move
into each month you are blessed with a different
crystal energy and positive words of wisdom to guide
and inspire you. The photos of the crystals are
vibrant and exquisite and will be a beautiful addition
to your home or office. This magical calendar will
... [more]
brighten up your days as it pours good vibrations
into your life with its energy of love and healing.
Whether you consciously connect and work with the
energy and
Rockpool
Publishing
crystals of this calendar or simply have it
in
24 your
pageshome it will fill your world with love and
inspiration.

The Interfaith Family Journal

Health in Theory and Practice : Circling the Square

Susan Katz Miller

Steve Kippax

The Interfaith Family Journal is an invaluable resource for
couples and family members practicing different religions
(or none). Interactive exercises and creative activities help
interfaith families decide how they want to honor their
histories, cultures, and beliefs in ways that nurture joy,
creativity, and empowerment. With space for writing
directly in the book and suggestions for engaging in deep
conversation, the book becomes a keepsake of the journey
toward each interfaith family's unique practice and identity.

Health in Theory and Practice is a book to read
now and reference later. It lays out the rationale for selfmaintenance and personal growth and development
through diet, exercise, and breathing exercises/qigong. It
offers an energetic understanding of health and disease and
compares it to pharmaceutical-driven, Western-medicine
symptom suppression. Neither is right or wrong; it is more a
... [more]
case of suitability and appropriateness. The book also
advocates the wisdom of choosing the correct options at the
correct time. If and when disease does occur it provides
solutions
AEON
Books
via dietary advice, herbal medicine, homeopathy,
and pages
acupressure/massage.A guide to living life in a healthy
272
way and looking after oneself, this features the the Four
Pillars of total health: diet, sensible exercise, breathing, and
treatment. The first four chapters lay down the foundations
for understanding health through holistic energetic medicine
as a different approach to orthodox pharmaceutical driven
disease intervention. The next three chapters are the
practical treatment options: herbal medicine, homeopathy,
Page 8
massage/acupressure. Chapter eight is a repertory where a
symptom or disease can be looked up and answers found
using one or all of the different treatments as well as dietary
and life style advice. The final chapter provides a sample

Skinner House Books
192 pages

Library Services Centre

9781911597650
Paperback | $32.95
Medical
Mar 4, 2019
Ctn Qty:
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A Magical Education: Talks on Magic and Occultism

Earth Divination, Earth Magic : A Practical Guide to
Geomancy (Contains the First Translation of Pietro de
Abano's Fourteenth-Century Handbook of Geomancy)

John Michael Greer

9781912807024
Paperback | $32.95
Body, Mind &
Spirit
Mar 4, 2019
Ctn Qty:

9781911597766
Paperback | $24.95
Fiction
Apr 29, 2019
Ctn Qty:

The talks included in this book were all written and
presented between 2001 and 2010, when John Michael
Greer was a regular presenter at pagan and occult
conferences in various corners of North America. All of them
were presented several times to a variety of audiences and
adapted for each presentation to address issues that
happened to be of particular interest to listeners or to the
... [more]
author at that time. The point of talks like these is to inspire
curiosity and reflection, not to set out an ironclad case for
this or that point of view. This book offers extraordinary
insight Books
AEON
into the life and work of a magician and occultist.
264 pages

John Michael Greer

Twilight's Last Gleaming: Updated Edition

Here is a complete guide to the lost art of
geomancy - one of the major divination systems that are a
part of the Western magical tradition.Geomancy is simple,
quick, and direct - anyone can get answers to a question in
a matter of moments by learning how to read the patterns
revealed by the 16 symbolic figures formed of single and
double points. During the Middle Ages and Renaissance,
... [more]
geomancy was used by everyone from popes to peasants
because it provided practical, useful results.Often mistaken
for feng shui or ley lines, or hidden within poorly explained
tables and
AEON
Books
charts, geomancy has become something of a
lost
- until now. Earth Divination, Earth Magic provides a
232 art
pages
fascinating look into the history, theory, and practice of
geomancy, including a thorough set of instructions for both
casting and interpreting a chart for yourself or a friend.
A Woman's Book of Shadows: A Celebration of Witchcraft

John Michael Greer

Elisabeth Brooke

This is a chilling high-concept geopolitical thriller
where a declining United States and a resurgent China
come to the brink of all out nuclear war. The year is 2025.
Oil is the black gold that controls the fortunes of all nations
and the once-mighty United States is down to the dregs. A
giant oil field is discovered off the Tanzanian coast and the
newly elected US president finds his solution to America's
... [more]
ailing economy. While the United States blindly plots and
plans a regime change in this hitherto insignificant African
nation, Tanzania's allies--the Chinese--start their own secret
machinations.
AEON
Books The explosion that follows shatters a
decades-old
400
pages balance of global power and triggers a crisis
on American soil that the United States may not
survive.Political conspiracies, military maneuvers, and
covert activities are woven together in this fast-paced,
gripping novel that paints a stark warning of an
uncomfortably likely future. Originally published in 2014 by
Karnac
Books
(9781782200352)
Touched
by Nature:
Plant Spirit Medicine Journeys

This book is an irresistible, definitive guide to the
magical practices of contemporary women. Beginning with a
brief history of witchcraft, it explores a huge range of beliefs,
festivals, skills, and lore, including:Goddesses, priestesses,
and witchesReincarnation, karma, magic, and powerThe
aura, the chakras, psychic awareness, astral traveling,
pathworking, dreamwork, and healingCovens, initiations,
... [more]
collectives, and lone witchesThe circle, the altar, wands,
robes, chalices, incenses, oils, and candlesThe moon and
the planetsSabbats, esbats, solstices, equinoxes, Samhain,
Candlemas,
AEON
BooksBeltane, and LammasTarot, scrying, starcraft,
and pages
herbal loreGathering together all the disciplines of
264
European witchcraft and providing rituals and spells for use
in our lives, A Woman's Book of Shadows is a remarkable
compendium of magical lore, psychic skills, and women's
mysteries.

9781912807079
Paperback | $28.95
Body, Mind &
Spirit
Apr 4, 2019
Ctn Qty:

9781911597216
Paperback | $28.95
Body, Mind &
Spirit
Apr 2, 2019
Ctn Qty:

The Enslaved Queen: A Memoir about Electricity and Mind
Control

Pip Waller, Lucy Wells

9781911597636
Paperback | $32.95
Medical
Apr 2, 2019
Ctn Qty:

9781911597902
Paperback | $24.95
Psychology
Apr 29, 2019
Ctn Qty:

Library Services

Inside these pages are woven together the voices
and stories of many people whose lives have been touched
by plants in general and plant spirit medicine in particular.
These include contributions from some of the many
wonderful herbalists using plant-based medicine in a way
that goes beyond the physical, biochemical model.The
stories are arranged in chapters that take the reader on a
9781911597834
... [more]
journey to discover this medicine of our time. It is sometimes
Paperback | $24.95
said that in the time of greatest need there is the greatest
Psychology
help, and plant spirit medicine has certainly emerged at a
Apr 4, 2019
time ofBooks
AEON
great need and challenge, and it is taking root and
growing.
Ctn Qty:
224
pagesThe plants themselves, sentient and alive, are
calling to many to awaken to a deeper experience of the
energy of nature and of our human place in it. This can be
felt and understood in direct relationship. The elemental
forces that manifest the seasons offer a doorway to move
into this perspective. For all the many reasons people may
seek
the medicine,
be something
deep
Whiteout
Witch
in a Blackthere
Robewill
: Aalways
True Story
About Criminal
and interesting to learn from an experience of it once we
Mind
Control
have made the connection.Anyone can learn to
communicate directly with plant spirits and befriend them in
a way that
Wendy
Hoffman
opens rich dimensions and, over time and with
persistence and patience, a quiet revolution of perspective
can result. Becoming a healer, however, and practicing as
White
a Black Robe
is a that
memoir
aboutdedication,
one is Witch
a moreincommitted
business
requires
how
secret high-level
mind control
is performed
perseverance,
and sacrifice.
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holds manythroughout
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lives
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ways
Plant spirit
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theheads
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framework ofand
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as
the
healing
elegant and rigorous methodology within which to access
process
and how
one'sthemind
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and effectively
channel
energy
of the astonishing
realm
9781911597674
memoir
begins In with
the author's
in as
a
of plant spirits.
the unfolding
of our childhood
own journeys
multigenerational
satanicofcultthe
family,
her ordinary
life in the
healers and receivers
medicine
we witness
an Paperback | $28.95
... [more]
normal
world,
and her simultaneous
secretand
tortuous
world.
Medical
unfolding
of consciousness
in ourselves
our patients
She
describes
her travels
as an for
Illuminati
queenof and
that offers
something
truly hopeful
the journey
the
Apr 29, 2019
prophet,
encountering
well-known
leaders
(whose
names
planet.
Ctn Qty:
have been
AEON
Bookschanged for this memoir). The final section
portrays
the process of weaving the pieces of her mind back
192
pages
together with the help of a therapist, and adjusting to life
with a whole mind. This is an important book for survivors of
mind control and ritual abuse, their therapists and
counselors, and the general public, revealing one of the
world's grimmest best-kept and secrets. As Wendy Hoffman
Centre
Georgetown
Publications Inc.
puts
it in her introduction, "the book is not
for the delicate or
for those who are convinced the world is fine just the way it
is."

Wendy Hoffman
Written by a survivor of mind control and ritual
abuse who is also a therapist, this memoir exposes the
existence and practices of organized criminal groups who
abuse children, helps the survivors of those abuses, and
provides important information for professionals about the
dissociative brain. The author's poetic prose contrasts
distinctly with the horror of the subject matter.Wendy
... [more]
Hoffman's adult self journeys back to give voice to the infant
and child parts of her, describing her handlers' early
interventions to destroy bonding and create dissociation, the
foundation
AEON
Booksof reverse-Kabbalah suicide and pathway
programming,
and the installation of mind control. Scenes
312 pages
from ordinary life are interspersed throughout the memoir.
Nazi post-war recruitment of American subjects during the
1940s and 50s (including the infamous Dr. Mengele),
children used for prostitution, pornography, and the drug
Wild
- Summer
: A Summer
Wild Hedgerow
trade Medicine
along with
the workings
of the of
Illuminati
leadership
and their with
international
Feast
of the Beast rituals are all
Medicine
Recipes and
Anecdotes
included.The memoir also covers attempts at recovery,
experiences with cult therapists in disguise, and finally the
Ali English
author's work with an honest, competent therapist, which led
to healing and her brain melding together. The ending
The
hedgerow spiritual
in summer
is a fascinating
place,
acknowledges
experiences,
the power
of love, the
laden
with
an abundance
of herbs
many
of
memory
process,
and thoughts
on and
livingwildflowers,
and surviving
a life
which
are
loaded
with
medicinal
value
or
can
be
eaten, or
such as hers.
both. This book will take you on a journey around the
verges, hedgerows, and forest edges in the summer,
introducing you to a range of some of the more commonly
found, easy-to-identify plants that are available around most
... [more]
of the UK, Europe, and parts of North America, as well as
providing a selection of useful medicinal and edible recipes,
most of which are easy to follow, simple to use and, in the
case of
AEON
Books
the food recipes, delicious.This book aims to
encourage
136 pages and engender a love of our native plants and
their many uses and hopes to encourage you to gather your
favorites, make your own medicine, and perhaps even turn
over a small part of your garden to growing some of these
wild, native plants, so beloved by butterflies and bees.
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9781911597704
Paperback | $54.95
Health & Fitness
Apr 1, 2019
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Paperback | $24.95
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The Herbal Lexicon : In 10 Languages

Women Healers Through History

Kate Koutrouboussis

Elisabeth Brooke

This book's aim is to help herbal travellers
including students, professional biologists in the field, herbal
retailers and wholesalers, people living away from their own
country, and medical herbalists. The author has mainly kept
to herbs that grow in Europe and the Mediterranean but has
included some from the rest of the world that are commonly
used in Europe.The book is very simple to use. Part 1
... [more]
consists of the Latin names, numbered and in alphabetical
order, and under each heading you will find the plant's name
in several languages.Part 2 comprises the different
languages
AEON
Books
in index form and beside each entry is the
number
for the Latin names that are in part 1.For example, if
160
pages
you are an English speaker and want to find the Polish
name for red clover, go to the English index and you will
see 706 beside the entry for red clover. Turn to part 1 and
find 706 with its Latin name, Trifolium pratensis, and in the
list below it, under P, you'll see Kkoniczyna ??kowa, which
is
polishMedicine
for red in
clover.
Easy!
The same system
applies
Herbal
Treating
Gynaecological
Conditions
regardless of your nationality.

Beginning with the ancient goddesses and the
importance of legends, myths, and symbols, this book
celebrates women in medicine from Ancient Egypt, Classical
Greece, and Rome to the Middle Ages, the Renaissance,
and the present.Trotula, Hildegard of Bingen, Wendy
Savage, and Elizabeth, Countess of Kent are among the
many unique healers finally recognized for their work.
... [more]
Documenting each woman's practices, achievements, and
struggles, here at last is the definitive history of women's
invaluable contribution to healing.Informed by the author's
understanding
AEON
Books of the politics of medicine and fused with her
appreciation
of the powers of myth versus those of
216
pages
technology, this new reissue of the 1993 classic is an
invaluable resource.

9781911597230
Paperback | $28.95
Medical
Jul 15, 2019
Ctn Qty:

A Different Kind of Madness

Hananja Brice-Ytsma, Adrian McDermott

Pauline Schokman

The hormonal problems that are prevalent among
women of all ages have many causes, including family and
occupational stress, dietary habits, and our chemical
environment. These problems are particularly amenable to
herbal and nutritional treatment, but they are also
multifactorial and sometimes subtle. The interplay of
hormonal receptors and natural products is becoming ever
... [more]
better known, as is the role of these receptors in conditions
as diverse as breast cancer and polycystic ovary syndrome,
or PCOS. It is not always easy to make sense of this
information,
AEON
Bookshowever, and its sheer abundance can be quite
overwhelming.The
purpose of this book is to give a concise
256 pages
overview of the principles of treatment for hormonal
conditions in women that are of direct practical benefit in
practice. Geared toward prospective, new, and experienced
herbal practitioners, it aims to provide a clear working
knowledge of the hormonal basis of gynaecological
problemsand
to the
helpRising
herbalists
form practical, straightforward
Camille
of Eros
treatment plans that can be easily documented and
explained to patients.Having a clear, therapeutic rationale
William
Rose
motivates
patients to participate fully in their treatment,
understand what is happening as it progresses, and remain
in treatment
long
enough
its Carmelite
full benefit.nuns intersect
Spain,
1920s.
The
lives to
of see
three
and develop through a period of intense experience. In their
personal histories there is great contrast, but they share a
past element that has deeply affected each one. This novel
is a striking exploration of personal history and what lies
beneath the surface of polite society. It is also an emotive
reflection on the agony of maternal loss and betrayal, and
on love.

It is Friday, the 24th of September 1964 in
Colombo, and Greta van Buuren is excited about a party
she is to attend and a dress that is being created in her front
room. She is unaware that her husband Jeff is planning
their departure from Ceylon, and the day may see this in
motion. Greta and Jeff are Burghers, a group of mixed racial
origin, whose privileged life and position in society are
... [more]
ending as their newly independent nation struggles with
bitter racial divides that have resurfaced. Greta's
disturbance is revealed through her increasingly aggressive
behavior
AEON
Books
toward her daughter and mother, together with the
story
of her past. She grapples to hide this from those
232 pages
around her, especially her husband. A Different Kind of
Madness explores many forms of conflict, internal and
external, as a newly independent nation teeters on the brink
of civil war, and the members of a family realize they must
flee the country they love. In the leaving, ruptures appear in
their Fear
most of
vital
relationships.
The
Doing
Nothing : Notes of a Young Therapist

AEON Books
240 pages

9781912573165
Paperback | $24.95
Fiction
Mar 4, 2019
Ctn Qty:

Valery Hazanov

9781912573059
Paperback | $28.95
Psychology
Jul 5, 2019
Ctn Qty:

Six Months in Anna Freuds Bedroom : A Memoir

The Fear of Doing Nothing is a critique of
psychotherapy through the lens of a young practitioner
training in the field. Hazanov recounts the stories of the
most moving, challenging, and memorable patients he
worked with during his 6 years of training. This book follows
him from the beginning of his training, at the peak of his
doubt and skepticism, to its end, where he finally starts to
... [more]
believe in psychotherapy.This is a book for an intelligent
and skeptical reader who is not convinced that
psychotherapy is a worthwhile endeavor and questions its
usefulness
AEON
Books
and merit. In the book, the author attempts to
understand
224
pages what can and cannot be achieved in
psychotherapy and reflects on its place today.

The Kamah Sutrah: A Bawstonian�s Guide to Wicked
Good Sex

Brett Kahr

9781912573004
Paperback | $28.95
Psychology
Aug 2, 2019
Ctn Qty:

Library Services

In 1978, the eminent psychoanalyst and historian
Brett Kahr, then a psychology undergraduate, developed a
passion for the work of Sigmund Freud and embarked upon
a what became a lifetime of interviewing the last surviving
men and women who personally knew Freud, his daughter
Anna Freud, and virtually all of the iconic figures in the early
psychoanalytical movement.When Kahr worked at the Freud
9781627782807
... [more]
Museum, he shared an office in Anna Freud's old bedroom,
Paperback | $21.95
and this unique setting, surrounded by Miss Freud?s private
Humor
papers, inspired the title of this gripping, tell-all memoir.
Mar 1, 2019
Kahr reminisces
AEON
Books
about his youthful encounters with
numerous
Ctn Qty:
240 pages psychoanalysts who knew Sigmund Freud
personally, such as the multimillionaire Muriel Gardiner who
cared for Freud's patient the "Wolf Man" during his later
years, as well as Josefine Stross, the physician who
escorted Freud onto the Orient Express in June, 1938,
helping him to flee from the Nazis. Readers will delight in
anecdotes about such wide-ranging personalities as Freud?
sCentre
famous patient "Little Hans," the
Princess Marie
Georgetown
Publications Inc.
Bonaparte, and other early foundational figures of
psychoanalysis.A page-turner readers won?t be able to put
down, Six Months in Anna Freud's Bedroom will educate
and entertain. Above all, Kahr?s generous and touching

Cian Smith
Do you wanna know how to do sex good? Ah
you tryin' to spice up ya sex life? Do you love the city of
Bawston? If you answered yes to any of these questions,
then this is the book fuh you! (And if ya didn't, just know
you'll be missin' out on ancient wisdom passed down
through the ages, just like Ben Franklin's venereal
diseases.)Did you know that Bawstonians ah the freakin'
... [more]
best at makin' sex? It's a fact. Just ask any Bawstonian.
Fuh hundreds of yeahs, they have followed the lessons
and guidance of this book. You may have heard of the
KamaPublishing,
Start
Sutra, butLLC
you've nevah known sex until you've
read
The Kamah Sutrah. This book will unlock ya deepest
120 pages
curiosities when it comes to sex. It will ansah ya toughest
questions like "What do I do with my junk?" and "What if I
can't get any sex?"It has passion. It has positions. It has
penis puns. So hold on to ya "Fenway Franks" and ya
"Dunkin' Donuts" because we are about to go down to
Bean Town!
Page 10
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Kissing U.S.A.: The Story Behind the Story of The
Legendary Kissing Show

Memoirs of a Gay Man
Frank Lowe

William Cane

9781627782890
Paperback | $25.95
Social Science
Apr 1, 2019
Ctn Qty:

9781627782944
Paperback | $24.95
Fiction
May 10, 2019
Ctn Qty:

College. For many, it is a place of learning, selfdiscovery, and growth. But as much as parents don't want to
admit it, college is also a time of unabashed exploration,
especially for the MTV-drenched and Howard Stern Radio
Show-soaked kids of the 1990s. So, it makes perfect sense
that The Kissing Show, a performance based on the
9781627782586
international bestseller The Art of Kissing, became a near- Paperback | $24.95
... [more]
overnight sensation.Born out of William Cane's Judd
Social Science
Apatow-like desire to woo the woman of his dreams, The
Aug 2, 2019
Kissing Show appeared at over 400 colleges and
Ctn Qty:
universities
Start
Publishing,
across
LLC
the nation.Kissing U.S.A. reveals it all in
a
sexy
(and sometimes shocking) behind-the-scenes look at
312
pages
all the things that were part of making the The Kissing Show
a sensation:The comedic and surprising foibles of Cane's
own love lifeThe power of listening to and understanding
your audienceDealing with competition from drag queensThe
importanceTraining
of having a "less-than-ideal" museThe fact that
Marriage
almost anything can be a source of inspiration--if spun the
right wayJoin Cane as he recounts his meteoric rise in the
Golden
college Angel
lecture and entertainment circuit through all the
good, the bad, and the awkward kisses that took North
Gabriel,
of Cranborne,
is inWho
needknew
of a wife-AmericanEarl
colleges
by storm.
playing dentist
preferably
submissive, well-trained wife who could
could ever abesweet,
a turn-on?
run his household during the day and obey him in the
bedroom at night. When he meets Miss Vivian Stafford at a
friend's wedding, he finds himself drawn in by the exact
traits he was looking for in his own wife and immediately
moves to make her his own. Once the betrothal papers are
9781859063972
... [more]
signed, he arranges for her to attend Mrs. Cunningham's
Paperback | $24.95
Finishing School. This very special school will prepare her to
Health & Fitness
be the wife of an Earl . . . and also prepare for her the very
Oct 1, 2018
specific
Start
Publishing,
demandsLLC
and discipline she'll receive from her new
husband
at night.
Ctn Qty: 48
312 pages

Spiritual Gold: Who Are We? Why Are We Here? What Is
It All About?
Pauline Delcour-Min

9781940265544
Paperback | $25.00
Philosophy
Aug 20, 2018
Ctn Qty:

Spiritual Gold is a wonderful book about past
lives. It shares the treasures of a soul's journey through time
and introduces us to angels and inner guides. The past life
memories in the book have been retrieved through
regression and stretch back over 10,000 years. They
include hearing Jesus speak, and reveal his lost teachings
of reincarnation; they take us to other worlds and unravel
... [more]
the secret of the Sphinx. But understanding the past brings
a warning about our future.The years we are living through
now form a pivotal point in time. Our choices could bring us
to a Golden
Ozark
Mountain
Age
Publishing
- or a great catastrophe. Spiritual Gold
helps
us step into our power. It may be a book about past
208 pages
lives, but its eyes are firmly on the future. We can make a
difference to how things turn out. We can forge our destiny

9781940265520
Paperback | $20.00
Philosophy
Aug 20, 2018
Ctn Qty: 84

Heaven Here on Earth : Explore How & Why Haven is
Accessible to Us

9781940265537
Paperback | $25.00
Philosophy
Sep 20, 2018
Ctn Qty:

Library Services

He's witty. He's fearless. He's probing. He's
talented. He's a divorced, 40-something, gay-at-home dad
whose life has never seemed to go exactly the way he
planned. So, no one should be surprised that Frank Lowe,
Twitter and LGBT media personality, author, and editor,
now seeks catharsis through his very public and brutally
honest autobiography, Memoirs of a Gay Man.Frank may
... [more]
never have been a concubine to the wealthy upper class,
but he was raised in the Midwest and wound up trapped in
a small town in Connecticut?a place he never imagined he
wouldPublishing,
Start
be and every
LLC gay man's nightmare. With a real-life
storypages
that rivals the trials and tribulations in Lemony
256
Snicket's A Series of Unfortunate Events (wicked
stepparents, being declared a child prodigy, being forced to
wear uncomfortable and unfashionable clothing, finding a
place among the outcasts and misfits), it's amazing to find
that he has turned into such a successful, well-adjusted
adult.Memoirs
of aImprove
Gay Man
is Breathing
Frank Lowe's
own personal
How to Breathe:
Your
for Health,
manifesto about how he overcame the trials and tribulations
Happiness
and
Well-Being
of growing up gay in a small Midwest town, finding love,
gaining a son, losing love, and realizing he can persevere
through anything.
Richard
Brennan
Breath is essential for life, but did you know that
the way you breathe can be detrimental to your well-being?
Poor posture, stress, muscular tension - all can make the
"effortless" act of breathing very hard work without us
realizing. And breathing isn't just a physical activity; it
influences our mental, emotional and spiritual well-being,
too.How to Breathe shows you how to relearn your natural
... [more]
rhythm of breathing to beneficially alter the way you think,
feel and act. Packed with practical breathing techniques to
use at home, and featuring groundbreaking methods
developed
Eddison
Books
by the founder of the Alexander Technique, this
bookpages
will help you rediscover how to breathe naturally to
144
improve every aspect of your life. By applying
consciousness to the action of breathing, you can become
aware of harmful habits - and alleviate common breathing
problems in the process.We breathe more than 20,000
timesOld
a day
- so: why
notLook
makeatsure
it asWe
efficiently
The
is New
A New
Whoyou
anddo
What
Are
and effectively as possible? Simply put, this is a book you
can't afford to be without.
L R Sumpter
In the course of writing this book, answers to the
following questions and many others were given in both
narrative and visual form. Most of them were presented
rather forcefully, and not when I was expecting them. I
understood that I was to share what I learned.What is in
store for the geology of North America?How do we create
matter every day?What is the nature of nature?How did
... [more]
people live more than a half million years ago?What was
space travel like a half million years ago?Where is God?
What are our responsibilities as humans?Is Hitler in heaven?
How can
Ozark
Mountain
we go to
Publishing
heaven?
152 pages

Curt Mellinger

Project Blue Book: The Top Secret UFO Files that
Revealed a Government Cover-Up
Mufon
Brad Steiger, Donald R Schmitt

While attending catechism class as a child, Curt
Melliger was taught that if he obeyed the rules all his life he
would be allowed to enter a place called Heaven when he
died. The priest and nuns described it as a sacred abode up
in the clouds that contained all of the very best things in the
universe. There was sunshine and blue sky, pretty flowers
9781590033005
and double rainbows, peace and happiness, ringing bells Paperback | $28.95
... [more]
and beautiful music, saints and angels and the allBody, Mind &
enveloping love of God. The young boy's mind processed
Spirit
this information and came to the stunning conclusion: "Why,
Feb 11, 2019
they'reMountain
Ozark
talking about
Publishing
Earth!"Since that early revelation Curt
has pages
been discovering other examples of paradise incarnate
Ctn Qty:
192
wherever he goes. This book is a collection of stories on
subjects ranging from water, fire, and stars to adrenaline
rushes, near-death experiences, and the place where
goosebumps originate, from skiing powder and climbing high
mountains and walking in reverse to the changing of
seasons,
reason for dreams,
Centrethe lessons of night, and the Georgetown
Publications Inc.
from wild animals, unseen visitors, and beings that do not
die to the magic of the human touch, beatific ecstasy, and
what awaits us on the other side of the veil that only
partially separates this golden realm from the perfect

Throughout the 1950s and 1960s, while publicly
dismissing the existence of UFOs, the United States Air
Force was engaged in a secret program for evaluating every
report of unidentified flying objects. Under the code name,
Project Blue Book, the Air Force analyzed over 13,000
incidents. The goal of this enterprise was threefold: To
determine the cause for each UFO sighting, to assess the
... [more]
security threat for each incident, and to determine how the
United States could obtain or create the technology used by
UFOs.This book, based on secret files obtained through the
Freedom
Red
Wheel/Weiser
of Information Act, includes accounts of seven of
the most
352
pagesimportant USAF enquiries - among them the story
of the nights the White House was buzzed by UFOs, the
mystery of the Lubbock Lights, the full story of Captain
Mantell - Ufology's first martyr, and the startling conversion
of the prominent astronomer, J. Alan Hynek from UFO
skeptic to believer.This is startling and fascinating book that
uncovers not only the anatomy of a governmentPage
cover-up,
11
but also provides stark and chilling evidence that we are not
alone. It is all here, government documents, the testimony
of scientists, the military, pilots and citizens all over the
country who have witnessed UFOS.Project Blue Book refers

